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NYC - THE BIG APPLE

LANDMARKS

Watch a short film about New York City.  Note what you see. 

CITY THINGS

THINGS HAPPENING ADJECTIVES

The best things about NYC The worst things about NYC



1.  2. 3. 4. 

5. 6. 7. 8. 

9. 10. 11. 12. 

13. 14. 15. 16. 

17. 18. 19. 20. 

NEW YORK



Instructions:
Write the number of the picture into this chart. 

Statue of Liberty Chinatown 
World Trade Center / 
Ground Zero 

Intrepid Sea, Air and Space 
Museum 

Brooklyn Heights Times Square 
Rockefeller Center Shea Stadium in Queens
Coney Island Brooklyn Bridge 

Empire State Building Little Italy 
Fifth Avenue The Plaza 
Grand Central Terminal Madison Square 
Bronx Zoo Ellis Island 
Central Park Wall Street

Word Bank



GROUP A: 
Write the name of the building on the line. 

__________________________ 
It connects two cities Brooklyn and Manhattan. They started building it in 1869 and took 14 years to be 
completed. 20 of the in total 600 workers died while working on the bridge. People didn't trust all those 
massive cables hanging in the air so to prove it was safe they led a caravan of circus animals, including 21 
elephants, across the bridge. 
__________________________ 
It is a seaside resort in Brooklyn famous for its historic Ferris Wheel and roller coaster- the Cyclone. It is a 
popular tourist attraction. It became the amusement capital of the world. It all started with one roller coaster 
and a small park. The very first hot dog was sold here in 1871. 
__________________________ 
It is the lively square of New York and known for its many Broadway theatres, cinemas and biggest 
billboards. In 1917 they installed the first large electric display billboard. Most New Yorkers celebrate 
there New Year where the countdown begins with the big light ball. 
__________________________ 
It was built in 1964. It holds 55,000 people and 570 toilets. That's a lot of Mets fans! It was also the first 
stadium capable of being converted from baseball to football and back using underground tracks. It was the 
noisiest outdoor ballpark- on the flight path. When studies showed the stadium might collapse under the 
weight of a roof, Mets started playing at City Field. The Mets played their final game here, a 4-2 loss to the 
Florida Marlins in 2008. They demolished it in 2008. 
__________________________ 
New York City’s unique ethnic neighbourhood was founded in the 1870s by the Chinese immigrants who 
decided to have their new home. You can find here all sorts of ethnic delights from authentic Chinese 
restaurants to unique art and handicrafts. It has got hundreds of restaurants, some of them only big enough 
for just a few tables. 
__________________________ 
The U.S. an aircraft carrier serves as a unique home to a museum of mostly helicopters and airplanes. Also 
part of the museum is a submarine and a Concorde. Many said this aircraft carrier was the most successful 
ships in U.S. history. It was built in 1943 and fought in World War II. 
__________________________ 
It was a gift from the French government for the 100th birthday of America's Independence. It is 46,5 metre 
high (together with the pedestal reaches 93 metre). You can walk inside it all the way up the 354 steps. 
Lady Liberty has got seven spikes, symbolizing the Seven Seas across which liberty should be spread. In 
her left hand she holds a tablet with the Declaration of Independence and in her right hand a torch, 
symbolizing Enlightenment. 
__________________________ 
It was one of the first areas outside the city of Manhattan where wealthy city investors chose this 
neighbourhood along the East River so that they could watch the constructions of new skyscrapers. It offers 
a look at stunning brownstones houses and quiet tree-lined streets, not to mention killer views of 
Manhattan. You can reach Wall Street in just 5 minutes via NY’s famous subway system. 
__________________________ 
It is originally known as Radio City, a complex of buildings: office towers, shops, terraces, biggest indoor 
theatre with 6000 seats, connected with excellent subway. They also call it a 'city in the city'. Rockefeller 
had a plan for a corporate complex to house the new radio and television. The Lower Plaza is best known 
for its very popular skating rink. 
__________________________ 
Completed in 1972 the twin towers were the tallest buildings in the world until 1974, when the Sears 
Tower was built in Chicago. 2979 people died on September 11, 2001 under a Muslim terrorist attack. One 
tower was 417 metre and the second one, finished one year later, 415. David Rockefeller started the project, 
so twins were sometimes nicknamed David and Nelson, after his two brothers. 



GROUP B:  
Write the name of the building on the line. 

__________________________ 
It is the largest city _____ in the United States, 107 ha. It has got over 4.000 animals. They opened it in 
1899 with 843 animals in 22 exhibits. They made the news in when it agreed to enter a rare snow leopard 
cub, Leo. They got it from Pakistan, where someone killed cub's mum and they didn't have any breeding 
programme. You can see all animals from the air with the cable car (skyfari). 
__________________________ 
It is one of the world's most famous hotels. It was built in French Renaissance style near Central Park. They 
opened the new _____ hotel in 1907. The hotel had 800 rooms, 500 bathrooms, and private suites with up 
to 17 rooms, 10 elevators, luxurious carpets, marble walls, staircases and fireplaces. It welcomed numerous 
celebrities, including the Beatles and shot numerous films including 'Crocodile Dundee', 'Breakfast at 
Tiffany's' and 'Home Alone'. 
__________________________ 
It is a small street in Lower Manhattan, one of the world's most famous streets. Thanks to the stock 
exchange and the many banks. It got its name after the Dutch bought 'New Amsterdam' from Native 
Americans, and they made a wall on north to separate the new colony. Traders often gathered and made 
business under the tree that was at the foot of this street. 
__________________________ 
The island was the immigrant gateway to America. More than 12 million people arrived here for a new life 
in a new country. Most immigrants were from Italy and Austro-Hungary. If you had money for a first or 
second class ticket, you could go on a shipboard and enter America. If you were poor, they examined you 
and if found out that you were ill, they denied entering America. 
__________________________ 
It is probably the New York's best known building. It was built in the early 1930s. In that time it was the 
highest building and the »8th World Wonder«. It is 381 metre high and has got 73 elevators. On the 86th 
floor there is an observatory. They filmed the King Kong there in 1933. 
__________________________ 
This area has long been home to New York’s Italian population who came here in search of a better life. At 
the end of the 19th century it was populated with more than 40,000 Italians who housed in built tenement 
houses. In mid-September thousands come to participate in the San Gennaro Festival, where they honoured 
the saint of Naples. 
__________________________ 
The huge park measures 341 ha and is located in the centre of Manhattan. Its design is an example for city 
parks around the world. The park has got several lakes, theatres, ice rinks, fountains, tennis courts, baseball 
fields, playgrounds... 20.000 workers needed more than 15 years to complete it. 
__________________________ 
This street is best known as an unrevealed shopping street. It is one of the world's most expensive streets. 
Almost any famous retailer has a prestigious store located at this street. There are opportunities to satisfy 
everyone’s taste: Versace, Gucci, Prada, Apple store, Tiffany diamonds, Schwartz- the world’s largest toy 
store. So... Shop ‘Till you Drop! 
__________________________ 
At the turn of the 19th century, it became Manhattan's shopping paradise or Ladies' Mile. It is surrounded 
by historic landmarks from the Gilded Age. The picture shows a famous ____ Garden, a temple of 
entertainment, where there is a big concert hall, theatre and roof garden. 
__________________________ 
It is one of the greatest railway stations in the world, built in 1913. It lasted 10 years and cost 80 million 
dollars to build it. It has got 67 train tracks on two different levels. The most known sculpture on building's 
facade is the 15m high Mercury (the god of beginning), supported by Minerva and Hercules (representing 
mental and moral strength). 



ANSWERS: 
 

1. Statue of Liberty
It was a gift from the French government for the 100th birthday of America's Independence. It is
46,5 metre high (together with the pedestal reaches 93 metre). You can walk inside it all the way up
the 354 steps. Lady Liberty has got seven spikes, symbolizing the Seven Seas across which liberty
should be spread. In her left hand she holds a tablet with the Declaration of Independence and in her
right hand a torch, symbolizing Enlightenment.

2. Empire State Building
It is probably the New York's best known building. It was built in the early 1930s. In that time it was
the highest building and the »8th World Wonder«. It is 381 metre high and has got 73 elevators. On
the 86th floor there is an observatory. They filmed the King Kong there in 1933.

3. Times Square
It is the lively square of New York and known for its many Broadway theatres, cinemas and biggest
billboards. In 1917 they installed the first large electric display billboard. Most New Yorkers
celebrate there New Year where the countdown begins with the big light ball.

4. Central Park
The huge park measures 341 ha and is located in the centre of Manhattan. Its design is an example
for city parks around the world. The park has got several lakes, theatres, ice rinks, fountains, tennis
courts, baseball fields, playgrounds... 20.000 workers needed more than 15 years to complete it.

5. Brooklyn Bridge
It connects two cities Brooklyn and Manhattan. They started building it in 1869 and took 14 years to
be completed. 20 of the in total 600 workers died while working on the bridge. People didn't trust all
those massive cables hanging in the air so to prove it was safe they led a caravan of circus animals,
including 21 elephants, across the bridge.

6. Rockefeller Center
It is originally known as Radio City, a complex of buildings: office towers, shops, terraces, biggest
indoor theatre with 6000 seats, connected with excellent subway. They also call it a 'city in the city'.
Rockefeller had a plan for a corporate complex to house the new radio and television. The Lower
Plaza is best known for its very popular skating rink.

7. Ellis Island
The island was the immigrant gateway to America. More than 12 million people arrived here for a
new life in a new country. Most immigrants were from Italy and Austro-Hungary. If you had money
for a first or second class ticket, you could go on a shipboard and enter America. If you were poor,
they examined you and if found out that you were ill, they denied entering America.

8. Grand Central Terminal
It is one of the greatest railway stations in the world, built in 1913. It lasted 10 years and cost 80
million dollars to build it. It has got 67 train tracks on two different levels. The most known
sculpture on building's facade is the 15m high Mercury (the god of beginning), supported by
Minerva and Hercules (representing mental and moral strength).

9. World Trade Center / Ground Zero
Completed in 1972 the twin towers were the tallest buildings in the world until 1974, when the Sears
Tower was built in Chicago. 2979 people died on September 11, 2001 under a Muslim terrorist
attack. One tower was 417 metre and the second one, finished one year later, 415. David Rockefeller
started the project, so twins were sometimes nicknamed David and Nelson, after his two brothers.

10. Madison Square
At the turn of the 19th century, it became Manhattan's shopping paradise or Ladies' Mile. It is 
surrounded by historic landmarks from the Gilded Age. The picture shows a famous Garden, a 
temple of entertainment, where there is a big concert hall, theatre and roof garden.



11. Fifth Avenue
This street is best known as an unrevealed shopping street. It is one of the world's most expensive
streets. Almost any famous retailer has a prestigious store located at this street. There are
opportunities to satisfy everyone’s taste: Versace, Gucci, Prada, Apple store, Tiffany diamonds,
Schwartz- the world’s largest toy store. So... Shop ‘Till you Drop!

12. Chinatown
New York City’s unique ethnic neighbourhood was founded in the 1870s by the Chinese immigrants
who decided to have their new home. You can find here all sorts of ethnic delights from authentic
Chinese restaurants to unique art and handicrafts. It has got hundreds of restaurants, some of them
only big enough for just a few tables.

13. Intrepid Sea, Air and Space Museum
The U.S. an aircraft carrier serves as a unique home to a museum of mostly helicopters and
airplanes. Also part of the museum is a submarine and a Concorde. Many said this aircraft carrier
was the most successful ships in U.S. history. It was built in 1943 and fought in World War II.

14. Wall Street
It is a small street in Lower Manhattan, one of the world's most famous streets. Thanks to the stock
exchange and the many banks. It got its name after the Dutch bought 'New Amsterdam' from Native
Americans, and they made a wall on north to separate the new colony. Traders often gathered and
made business under the tree that was at the foot of Wall Street.

15. Little Italy
This area has long been home to New York’s Italian population who came here in search of a better
life. At the end of the 19th century it was populated with more than 40,000 Italians who housed in
built tenement houses. In mid-September thousands come to participate in the San Gennaro Festival,
where they honoured the saint of Naples.

16. Coney Island
It is a seaside resort in Brooklyn famous for its historic Ferris Wheel and roller coaster- the Cyclone.
It is a popular tourist attraction. It became the amusement capital of the world. It all started with one
roller coaster and a small park. The very first hot dog was sold here in 1871.

17. The Plaza
It is one of the world's most famous hotels. It was built in French Renaissance style near Central 
Park. They opened the new hotel in 1907. The hotel had 800 rooms, 500 bathrooms, and private 
suites with up to 17 rooms, 10 elevators, luxurious carpets, marble walls, staircases and 
fireplaces. It welcomed numerous celebrities, including the Beatles and shot numerous films 
including 'Crocodile Dundee', 'Breakfast at Tiffany's' and 'Home Alone'.

18. Brooklyn Heights
It was one of the first areas outside the city of Manhattan where wealthy city investors chose this
neighbourhood along the East River so that they could watch the constructions of new skyscrapers. It
offers a look at stunning brownstones houses and quiet tree-lined streets, not to mention killer views
of Manhattan. You can reach Wall Street in just 5 minutes via NY’s famous subway system.

19. Shea Stadium in Queens
It was built in 1964. It holds 55,000 people and 570 toilets. That's a lot of Mets fans! It was also the
first stadium capable of being converted from baseball to football and back using underground tracks. It was
the noisiest outdoor ballpark- on the flight path. When studies showed the stadium might collapse
under the weight of a roof, Mets started playing at City Field. The Mets played their final game here,
a 4-2 loss to the Florida Marlins in 2008. They demolished it in 2008.

20. Bronx Zoo
It is the largest city  in the United States, 107 ha. It has got over 4.000 animals. They opened it in 
1899 with 843 animals in 22 exhibits. They made the news in when it agreed to enter a rare snow 
leopard cub, Leo. They got it from Pakistan, where someone killed cub's mum and they didn't have 
any breeding programme. You can see all animals from the air with the cable car (skyfari).
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